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THE STAR OF AFRICA



Introduction
The Star of Africa - season 1, is a 10-episode, 
historical/biographical series about one of the greatest 
and controversial fighter pilots in history, World War II 
Luftwaffe and 158 victory ace, 22-year-old Captain Hans-
Joachim Marseille.

SERIES LOGLINE: A juvenile delinquent turned fighter 
pilot and humanist, fights against the enemies of his 
nation, while battling his personal demons as he learns 
that he is fighting for an evil regime. 



ABOUT
GENRE: Biopic/World War II Historical Drama
FORMAT: 10 Episodes per season TV series
LENGTH: 1 Hour Per Episode

Lover, fighter, humanitarian, killer. The true 
story of a complicated and gifted young man.

Arguably the best fighter pilot in history, he 
was a legend in his own time to both friend 
and foe alike.
Gathered from interviews conducted by Colin 
Heaton from soldiers and aviators who knew 
and fought with and against the legend, the 
true story of Hans-Joachim “Jochen” Marseille 
comes to life. 

To his superiors he was a problem. To his 
countrymen he became a hero. To his 
enemies, he became a legend….



THE WORLD AND TONE

• The entire world is at war, and the skies of North Africa 
are a killing ground. One man masters the air.

• Germany is fighting a brutal war of attrition, constant 
combat, and always outnumbered in the sky. Marseille is 
in a constant struggle to survive while also trying to 
maintain his humanity.

• Similar in theme to the anti-Nazi U-boat commander in 
the 1981 film Das Boot, it is the story of an air legend, 
playboy, and humanist. Marseille endeavors to keep his 
sanity while taking care the members of his squadron. 





EPISODES
Episode 1 “A STAR IS BORN”: Narrated by older Matthias V.O. in Egypt 1989, at 
a memorial service dedicated to Marseille. Many older men from the war and 
from many nations are present. As a Messerschmitt ME-109 does a flyover in 
Mathias’ mind), we flashback to the war, combat, sample mercy flight to 
enemy airfield. Then farther back into Marseille's youth, Jewish friends, 
tension with his father, witnesses Kristallnacht, steals motorcycle, goes to jail. 
Marseille’s father bails him out of jail and convinces Marseille to join the 
Luftwaffe.

Episode 2 “LUFTWAFFE”: enters training, has discipline issues, graduates with 
top honors, but denied promotion for breaking rules. He violates orders, 
causes his flight leader to get killed, has affairs, breaks rule, stays drunk, gets 
shot down, and scores his first victory, gets Iron Cross 2nd class. Gets fired and 
transferred.

Episode 3 “SHENANIGANS”: Gets fired from first unit, goes to the second unit, 
drunk on duty, violates rule, steals commander's car, has more affairs (some 
famous women), father of one girl is a Gestapo major who pays the unit a 
visit. Marseille shot down, fired again, denied promotion, threatened with 
court-martial, sent to third unit. They have a lion and bear as mascots.

Episode 4 “BANISHED” His new unit goes to Yugoslavia, Greece, then Libya, 
Marseille gets shot down, starts to get better, still in trouble, drinking heavily 
upon seeing dead men. He gets recognized in the German press. Allies come 
to know “Yellow 14”, he is awarded Iron Cross 1st Class, German Cross in Gold. 
Makes first two trips to enemy airfield dropping two notes on behalf of Patrick 
Byers; wounded in hospital, then again after Byers died. Berlin learns of this; 
Goering issues direct order Marseille is to never do that again.



EPISODES
Episode 5: “BENITO”: Now a national hero with over 50 victories, he arrives 
in Rome, received Italian Medal for Bravery in Silver, gets nickname from 
Mussolini ‘The Star of Libya”, Germans call him “The Star of Africa”. Had a  
fling with Mussolini’s niece and singer Nilla Pizzi, then home leave, has fling 
with actress Zarah Leander. Returns to Libya, saves more enemies, flies to 
No. 250 Squadron again with news of Graham Buckland, drops package in 
violation of Goering’s order. Goering send Adolf Galland to Libya.

Episode 6 “REBELLION”: Marseille in combat, plays pranks on the men, gets 
ill, sent to Athens hospital, learns sister is murdered, home leave, meets 
future fiance', returns to Africa. He scores many victories, disobeys orders, 
threatened with court-martial, earns the Knight’s Cross. Allies learn who he 
is by seeing enemy magazines such as Signal and Der Adler, they issue 
special orders regarding him in combat. He makes a fourth flight to No. 250 
airfield dropping note about a pilot he shot down again against Goering’s 
orders. Germans witness Clive Caldwell murder a German under his 
parachute. Caldwell pursued and wounded. Rommel holds meeting with 
German pilots to discuss the problem.

Episode 7 “THE CENTURY MARK”: June 1942 Marseille breaks 100 kills, 
angered by his squadron leader, strafes his tent. Court-martial papers are 
drawn up again, but his victories on the same day also arrive in Berlin. 
Court-martial dropped, meets Hitler and other top Nazis, awarded Oak 
Leaves and Swords. Plays a piano concert, violates Nazi laws with music 
selection, learns of Holocaust at the party afterward for the new heroes. 
Spends weekend with Leni Riefenstahl. Marseille on propaganda tour to 
Hitler Youth and aircraft factories. While gone, massive storm floods desert, 
both Germans and Allies suffer with heavy rain and flooding.



Episode 8 “KNOW YOUR ENEMY” Australians and South African pilots/leaders 
learn that Marseille is in Germany, they discuss Marseille, Clive Caldwell’s 
actions, etc. They see Marseille in propaganda magazines and newspapers 
dated back 6 months. They issue special instructions for combat should his 
Yellow 14 be seen. New Allied pilots arrive as replacements. American pilots 
have joined RAF in Egypt.

Episode 9 "DAY OF LEGEND" Marseille sees Mussolini again for another award, 
the Medal for Bravery in Gold, mentally depressed he goes AWOL, found by 
Gestapo, returns to Libya, meets "Mathias", tells comrades of Holocaust, stops 
drinking alcohol. Starts sleepwalking, nervous breakdown, comrades worried 
about him. Has shot down 17 in one day, Marseille receives phone call from 
Rommel, told to return to Germany with him to see Hitler again for the 
Diamonds. Marseille loses his two best pilot friends who flew in his place on 
separate occasions, has guilt. He becomes best friends with Mathias violating 
Nazi racial laws. He becomes youngest captain in the Luftwaffe at age 22. Still 
having loud nightmares, sleepwalking episodes.

Episode 10 “A STAR FALLS” Flies fifth and last mission to enemy airfield about a 
pilot he shot down, is saluted by Australians out of respect as he slowly flies 
down their airstrip. Marseille defends Mathias to Field Marshall Kesselring, 
shocking all who witness it. Marseille ordered by Kesselring to fly the new 
Messerschmitt 109G version specially given to him, which he dislikes. He favors 
his old F model but follows the order and as a result of engine failure he dies. 
Some Allied pilots Marseille saved are sad as they learn of his death, but glad he 
is no longer a threat. Allied newspapers around the world post his obituary, 
including the New York Times out of respect. The Germans honor Marseille’s 
request and make sure Mathias is returned to Allied forces unharmed. Scene in 
November 1989, when Mathias and others from Germany and many former 
Allied nations meet in Egypt at Marseille’s memorial honoring The Star of Africa.



• SEASON 2 SYNOPSIS 

The story continues with Jochen’s endeavors within his units in 
Austria, Greece and Yugoslavia, then Libya. This season will also 
focus on the Allies, Australians, and South Africans in the desert, 
their problems and battles with the Germans. Jochen returns to 
Libya, gets better as a pilot, meets high ranking officers, and 
receives medals for valor. Hermann Goering orders Jochen to 
stop mercy flights. Jochen gets shot down. Casualties mount for 
both sides and Jochen returns to Germany for a propaganda tour.

• SEASON 3 SYNOPSIS

Jochen becomes famous both in Germany and to the Allies. 
Decorated by Hitler and again by Mussolini, his photos adorn 
magazines and newspapers. He plays a piano concert for Third 
Reich leadership, embarrasses them. He learns of the Holocaust 
and returns to Africa to tell his men. He has mental breakdowns, 
sleepwalks and meets South African POW Mathias who he 
become best friends with. He executes more mercy missions 
against the High Command’s orders and continues extreme 
combat as he scores 158 victories. Jochen dies bailing out of his 
fighter.



• Hans-Joachim Marseille - was officially credited with 158 victories in 382 missions. The Non-Commissioned Officers School in Appen, 
Schleswig-Holstein, West Germany was named in his honor in 1975.

• Corporal Matthias Letuku - a black South African Conscript was a German prisoner of war.  The men of JG-27 kept their word to 
Marseille and gave him safe passage to British forces.

• Hans-Arnold Stahlschmidt - Marseille’s best friend and wingman with 59 victories was listed as missing in action on Sept. 7, 1942, 
aged 21.

• Hannelies Kupper – school teacher and Marseille’s fiancé.

• Charlotte Marseille – Marseille’s mother, music teacher and adopted mother of JG-27. After the war the pilots took care of her.

• Leni Riefenstahl – actress, director, and chief filmmaker for the Ministry of Propaganda. He is one of Marseille’s love affairs.

• Field Marshall Erwin Rommel - WW I hero that defied Hitler’s “Commando Order” and would not execute captured British commandos.

• Clive Robertson “Killer” Caldwell – The Australian Pilot was credited with 28.5 victories in over 300 missions, serving in Syria, 
Lebanon and in North Africa as the highest scoring P-40 pilot in Africa, and later flew Spitfires in the Pacific Theater. 

• Australian Group Captain Michael T. Judd - took command of No. 250 Squadron in April 1942. He actively pursued the identity of 
Yellow 14 (Marseille). He openly stated his admiration for Marseille due to his flights over the airfields,  with regard allied pilot deaths. 

• Benito Mussolini - Italian fascist dictator and Hitler ally who decorated Marseille twice, eventually killed by his own people.

THE PLAYERS



CAST OPTIONS 
Liam Bosman as Hans-Joachim Marseille - Liam is known for The 

Adventures of Supermama, Meerkat Maantuig, Raised by Wolves, For 

the Birds and the TV mini-series Das Kindermadchen.

John Kani as the older Matthias Letuku – John is known for The Wild 

Geese, Black Panther, Captain America: Civil War, Coriolanus, and The 

Ghost and the Darkness. In 1975 he won a Tony Award for his 

performance in Sizwe Banzi is Dead, which was a Broadway production 

critical of Apartheid.



CAST OPTIONS
Marshall Teague as Field Marshal Erwin Rommel.  Marshall is known for Road 

House, Babylon 5, Armageddon, and Last Ounce of Courage. He has 

appeared in over 130 film and TV shows.

Wayne Galindo as Benito Mussolini. Wayne is a producer, director and actor 

known for So Help Me Jesus.



CREATIVE TEAM
Colin Heaton, Author - served in the U.S. Army and U.S. Marines. He was a 
professor of history, military history, and Holocaust Studies. He is the author of 
many military histories and biographies, and has credits on film, television, and 
World War II and military documentaries for World of Wonder, Newsmax, 
American Heroes Channel, The Military Channel, Lucas Film, Columbia Pictures, 
The History Channel, Smithsonian Channel, NBC Learn, Vulcan Productions and is 
the Luftwaffe researcher for Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks’ forthcoming 
historical series Masters of the Air. His specialty was conducting interviews with 
World War II Veterans.

Tanya Lemani. many special guest appearances on the top television shows of 
that era including McHale’s Navy, I Dream of Jeannie, Get Smart, It Takes a Thief, 
Star Trek, The Flying Nun, The Man from U.N.C.L.E., Elvis: ‘68 Comeback Special 
and more. As a Professional Actress she was cast in films starring Shirley McClain 
with Michael Cain, James Colburn, Bob Hope, Doug McClure, Rod Taylor, Dick Van 
Dyke and many others. Tanya was featured in musicals with Mickey Rooney and 
Walter Slezak plus starred in several other musical and stage productions. She 
was a founding member and on the Board of Directors of ATA (America Theater 
Arts) that produced plays in which she acted and/or directed including A Murder 
is Announced, Brides, Joggers, Nude with a Violin, Riverwind, Rooming House and 
more. Tanya was also a reader for plays and recommended that ATA do “The Gin 
Game”. The Gin Game went on to an extended run on Broadway where it won a 
Pulitzer Prize. She is recently cast in a feature role in a film entitled “Return of the 
Enchantress” with plans to film later in 2022. In the past, Tanya also worked as 
Location Manager, Choreographer, Associate Producer, which was followed by 
several years at Hyde Park Entertainment. Tanya has written several screenplays 
in various genres including Kira’s Diary, Man’s Best Friend, Meet Market, Pushkin’s 
Honor and many more including the TV series, Destiny.



CREATIVE TEAM

Zdenka Simandlova is a Czech-born Australian screenwriter and director. 
Graduating from the International Film School Sydney in 2009, her short films 
'Defect' and 'Thrust' both political drama/ thrillers went on the world festivals' 
circuit in 2010, winning at Soho NYC, USA International Film Festival. Her feature 
script, historical drama/political thriller 'Toman' has been optioned in 2013 by 
Czech producer&director Ondrej Trojan, who was twice nominated for foreign 
Oscars ("Zelary", "Divided We Fall"). The film 'Toman' premiered in October 2018, 
with prospects for Czech Lions (AACTA awards equivalent) numerous awards. 
Since late 2013 Zdenka has written numerous TV and feature scripts in the fields 
of military investigations, war/special forces/espionage/political, psychological 
and action dramas. Zdenka's extensive work is often based on true stories, 
supported by thorough research and a knowledge of those subjects.

Michael Droberg, Screenwriter – served 22 years with the U.S. Marines. He spent 
two years overseas in places such as Japan, South Korea, Kuwait, and served in 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. Michael studied film at the University of North Carolina 
Wilmington. His screenplays have won several awards in writing contests hosted 
by the Austin Film Festival, Scriptapalooza, ScreenCraft, Shore Scripts, The Script 
Lab, and Talentville. In 2020, he co-founded 10th Legion Pictures, a Veteran 
owned production company based out of North Carolina.


